
CORE ENHANCEMENTS
We continue to refine and expand capabilities working toward our goals for 2022. Below some
highlights of recent feature enhancements. 

Product Tile Badging
"Featured" will be displayed on the top of each featured product tile
Base badge to be displayed on product tile which will add the ability for administrator
to highlight specific content or publishers

Enhanced Image Gallery - when an image is clicked on it is expanded to a larger gallery
view which allows for full screen and scrolling between all available images
Product Sorting Enhancement in catalog view - sorting has been simplified by a single
dropdown with the ability to sort by Featured, Trending, Rating & Price (high to low, low to
high)

FEATURED CONTENT

https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/reflow.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/csv-driver.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/psychrometric-chart-widget.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/csv-driver.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/reflow.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/psychrometric-chart-widget.html


Reflow
by NiagaraMods

Designed to make
creating graphics,
floor plans, and
dashboards...

Find out more

CSV Driver
by SAFECONTROL

s.r.o.

The Tridium Niagara
driver allows to

automatically read
CSV file and create

Niagara
datapoints....
Find out more

Psychrometric
Chart Widget
by Baudrate

Provides a graphic
relationship of the

state or condition of
the air at any

particular time...

Find out more

Visit Niagara Marketplace for more featured content 

SELLER ENHANCEMENTS

Dispute
Management

Allows seller to be
notified when a

dispute is issued with
the credit card

company

Ease of Creating
Listings

FAQ Items are now
individually managed
and offer extended

content
Single configuration
products can now

easily be transitioned
to a multiple version

product

Local
Currency

Buyer can check out
in their local currency
and automatically get
paid in that currency.

https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/all-products.html?product_list_order=is_featured&product_list_dir=desc
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/marketplace
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/reflow.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/csv-driver.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/psychrometric-chart-widget.html


DISCOVER. CONNECT. ACHIEVE. 

ABOUT US

Tridium is a world leader in business application frameworks — advancing truly open environments that harness the power of the
Internet of Things. Our products allow diverse monitoring, control and automation systems to communicate and collaborate in
buildings, data centers, manufacturing systems, smart cities and more. We create smarter, safer and more efficient enterprises
and communities — bringing intelligence and connectivity to the network edge and back.
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